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Abstract: The authors introduce a consistency-based approach to detecting examiner bias.
On comparing intra-class correlation coefficients on transformed data for supervisor
continuous performance and report marks (ICC1*) with those for supervisor continuous
performance and second marker report marks (ICC2*), a highly significant difference was
obtained for both the entire cohort (ICC1* = .72, ICC2* = .30, F = 2.47, p < .0005 (N =
1085)) and the subgroup with high supervisor ratings for continuous performance (ICC1* =
.62, ICC2* = .24, F = 1.97, p < .0005 (n = 952)). A strong halo effect was detected and
preliminary evidence was obtained for the presence of a strong horn effect for students with
lower scores, thus providing a basis for future research.
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Introduction
The tendency for good or bad performers over one dimension to deliver consistently
good or bad performances overall is already recognized (Dennis 2007, Fisicaro & Lance
1990, Pike 1999, Pulakos et al. 1986). Thus, in an ideal assessment setting where ratings
are untainted by examiner bias, one would expect there to be a detectable level of
consistency in individual student performance across various assessment dimensions. It is
this particular type of consistency, representative of true consistency and hence, illusory bias,
which we choose to refer to henceforth in this study as natural consistency.
The need to detect and eliminate examiner bias is clearly a critical one if marks
allocated to students are to be representative of performance, particularly in contexts where
students are ranked against one another for future selection purposes. Moreover,
assessment procedures must be rigorously monitored if the reputational quality of academic
programmes is to be maintained and justified. Our specific aim here, therefore, is to
introduce new methodology for testing examiner bias where examiners have prior exposure
to student performance in one dimension and are required to objectively mark students in a
separate but related dimension. Through use of a case study involving undergraduate
medical students, this methodology will test for supervisor bias in report marking where
supervisors have prior exposure to student continuous performance. The procedure adopted
will also explicitly correct for natural consistency as defined above by identifying supervisor
bias as that specific contribution to consistency in supervisor ratings across continuous
performance and written report performance which is explicitly over and above that of
natural consistency. Where this type of bias is found to coincide with the attribution of high
or low marks to student assignments, we shall refer to it as a halo or horn effect,
respectively.
Two similar tendencies are apparent in the literature wherever the term ‘halo
effect’ is adopted. The first of these tendencies is a non-prescriptive use of language (as in
Wakeford et al. 1995) which suggests that the halo effect is merely the existence of evidence
for the rating of one attribute influencing the rating of another. The second, and more
common, tendency is to use the term ‘halo effect’ to refer to a phenomenon akin to any one
of the two forms of bias considered in this study whilst, with some exceptions (for example,
Brown 1965, Pulakos et al. 1986, Fisicaro & Lance 1990), leaving the problem of natural
consistency unchallenged.
The latter tendency originates with the inception of the term ‘halo effect’ to discuss
phenomena in measurement data under the auspices of Thorndike (1920); thus those who
choose to assume this interpretation (see, for example, Bowden 1933, Anastasi 1988,
Fairweather 1988 and Streiner & Norman 2003) may be referred to as his followers.
Nevertheless, it makes a great deal of sense to keep the original everyday use of this notion,
with its positive connotation, in mind when passing from the material world to the world of
measurement theory (Dudycha 1942), we suggest not least because of the greater
opportunity this affords to differentiate between different kinds of examiner bias.
The above two generalizing tendencies have the effect that the terms ‘horn effect’
and ‘stigma effect’ occur much more rarely in the literature than that of ‘halo effect’ as their
interpretation is already subsumed within the intended notion of halo effect. Nevertheless,
confusion can arise in this area too. For example, Marshall (2003) appears to use the terms
‘stigma effect’ and ‘negative stigma’ interchangeably to refer to negative bias in examiners
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where pupils are known to be repeating a grade. Moreover, he omits to provide a definition
for either of these terms at the outset and the reader is left to interpret their meaning either
implicitly or based on the hidden assumption that their meaning is in some sense obvious.
Further, Evans (2002) appears to make a distinction by referring to ‘The “halo” effect and the
opposing “horns” effect,’ but in the absence of any supporting definitions for either of these
effects. By contrast, Rubin (1982) uses the term ‘horn effect’ to refer simply to the tendency
to limit the overall assessment of an individual to a single negative attribute.
It is interesting to note, however, that within the context of employee appraisal,
Arnold and Pulich (2003) make the interesting distinction between the ‘horn’ and ‘halo’
effects, whereby, for example, the horn effect is specifically that ‘which occurs when a
manager perceives one negative aspect about an employee or his or her performance and
generalizes it into an overall poor appraisal rating.’
In seeking to make a similar distinction, the notions of halo and horn effect which
we define in this paper (both intuitively and mathematically) are contrary to the two
tendencies outlined above. Moreover, these notions make a substantial contribution to
addressing Pike’s ‘critical [problem] for assessment research’ (Pike 1999) of differentiating
between supervisor bias and true ‘regularities’ in performance across different dimensions.
Our study also benefits from there being a meaningful standard against which to measure
examiner bias. Precisely, we utilize second marker ratings with second markers having been
blinded to the student’s identity (and hence their participation in the project) and to the
continuous performance rating allocated by their supervisor. As such, our study avoids the
potential for uncertainty in other studies (Pulakos et al. 1986, Fisicaro & Lance 1990)
wherein correlations across ratings for multiple attributes assigned by expert or trained
markers are assumed as surrogates for measures of natural associations (or, associations
based on student abilities which are uncontaminated by examiner bias). Moreover, due to
constraints on staff time, inclusion of at most a second marker (that is, ‘double-marking’) is
by far a more common choice of assessment regime across different disciplines and places of
learning than those involving further markers. Thus, we consider our approach to detecting
bias a pragmatic one in so far as, realistically speaking, it may be replicated to test for bias
in a wide variety of real-life assessment scenarios.

Method
Background to Participants
Within the 4th year of the undergraduate medical curriculum at the University of
Edinburgh, all students are required to identify a supervisor and field of interest to enable
them to participate in a 14-week research project known as the 4th year Student Selected
Component (SSC4).
During the SSC4 period, the students must prepare a project report, usually in the
form of a medical or scientific article of up to 3000 words, which reports on their research
findings. The project supervisor allocates a total of two percentage marks to each of their
students. The two marks constitute a continuous performance rating measuring overall
performance throughout the duration of the project and a report rating measuring the
quality of the final written report. The quality of the written report is also allocated a
percentage mark by a second examiner with concurrent experience of supervising and
marking SSC4 projects within the same student cohort. In their capacity as a second marker,
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this rater is, however, also blinded to the continuous performance rating allocated to the
student concerned and to the identity of that student.
All supervisors are advised to use the same detailed list of performance indicators
to assist them in allocating continuous performance ratings to their students. In the
allocation of ratings for written reports, all supervisors and second markers are
recommended to use a separate comprehensive but shorter list of marking criteria, this list
being identical for all markers.
Each of the above three percentage marks is then converted to a grade (A – F), with
grades A, B, C, D, E and F corresponding to marks 90 - 100, 80 - 89, 70 - 79, 60 - 69, 50 59 (marginal fail) and 0 - 49 (fail), respectively. In the majority of cases, there is no need to
call in a third marker to correct for mismatch between supervisor and second marker ratings
and the final grade assigned to the student is that obtained from combining the supervisor
continuous performance, supervisor report and second marker report ratings.
Whilst continuous performance and report writing are intended to constitute two
separate dimensions of SSC4 student performance, that is not to say that student abilities
across these two dimensions should differ markedly. Thus, we assumed that there was
natural consistency best assessed by the correlation between the supervisor continuous
performance mark and the second marker report mark and that supervisor bias could be
evaluated by looking for additional consistency between the supervisor continuous
performance and report marks. We therefore used intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs)
to assess the evidence that consistency between supervisor continuous performance and
written report ratings was significantly greater than that between supervisor continuous
performance ratings and the corresponding second marker report ratings.
Data Preparation
All SSC4 continuous performance and report performance data corresponding to
the period July 2001 to June 2006 (N = 1096) were extracted in an anonymized format
from internal undergraduate medical student examination records at the University of
Edinburgh and stored in an MS Excel database. Ethical approval to use these data for the
current study was formally granted by the University of Edinburgh College of Medicine and
Veterinary Medicine Committee on the Use of Student Volunteers.
Statistical Analyses and Underlying Theory
Calculations and data analyses were performed using MS Excel 2003 and the
statistical packages Minitab (Version 14.12) and SPSS (Version 14.0).
The model we assumed for this study was a two-way mixed effects model (McGraw
& Wong 1996) in which examiners were recognized as fixed effects and students as random
effects. In calculating ICCs for consistency rather than absolute agreement, we chose to
measure the extent to which corresponding sets of marks agreed according to an additive
transformation rather than in absolute terms. Thus, in the notation of Fagot (1993), we used
the consistency-based intra-class correlation coefficient ICC(3,1) for a two-way mixed model
in which raters are fixed and subjects are random.1
In testing for a halo effect, two ICCs were calculated over the period 2001 – 2006.
The first of these, ICC1, measured consistency between supervisor continuous performance
and report marks and the second, ICC2, measured consistency between supervisor
continuous performance and second marker report marks. In our study, these ICCs represent
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the proportion of the total variance in marks (inclusive of error variance) which can be
explained purely in terms of variation between the students in the study. As is well known,
ICCs range from -1 to 1. However, within the current context, they are understood to
converge towards 1 as the association between the two corresponding sets of marks
increases, with negative ICCs indicating the extreme case where on examination of ratings,
error variance is greater than that across individual students.
Using the above terminology, in testing for a halo effect, our preliminary null
hypothesis was as follows:
ICC1 = ICC2.

(1)

The hypothesis test which we used was based on the method of Alsawalmeh and
Feldt (1994). Alsawalmeh and Feldt already allow for the comparison of two ICCs based on
the same sample, although in the absence of any application to educational data or any
allowance for the possibility that ratings for different ICCs might violate the assumption of
rater independence. Our sample size for subjects was much greater than that assumed by
Alsawalmeh and Feldt. We were therefore able to apply the asymptotic properties of the
mean square terms to simplify the algebra used in the calculation of the degrees of freedom
whilst allowing for the non-independence of raters across ICC1 and ICC2.
Nevertheless, the original requirement of Normality for the Alsawalmeh-Feldt test
still required to be met. Thus, we sought an optimal transformation for ensuring that the
data for each of supervisor continuous performance mark, supervisor report mark and
second examiner report mark approximated to Normality. With the aid of the Box-Cox
transformation procedure (Box & Cox 1964), we therefore assumed the polynomial
transformation
transformed mark = (original mark)5

(2)

as the single choice of transformation to be applied in each case. Consequently, in practice,
it was necessary for us to apply our hypothesis test to refute the null hypothesis,
ICC1* = ICC2*,

(3)

with ICC1* = ICC15 and ICC2* = ICC25.

In testing the null hypothesis for the transformed data, we used the property
(Alsawalmeh & Feldt 1994) that the test statistic F =

1 − ICC 2 *
approximates to a central
1 − ICC1 *

F-distribution with degrees of freedom d1 and d2 defined as strictly positive integers in
accordance with the method of Satterwaite (1941). One notable impact of our use of the
asymptotic properties of the mean square in our adaptation of the hypothesis test for larger
samples was that of decreasing the degrees of freedom d1 and d2, above for the sample sizes
we assumed. This made our test more conservative (with the effect that the probability of a
Type I error was reduced).
In order to differentiate between halo and horn effects, we divided the data into
two cohorts according to the grades corresponding to the percentage marks for continuous
performance assigned by supervisors. Thus, the high grade cohort referred to those
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percentage marks corresponding to grades A and B, whilst the lower grade cohort referred
to those percentage marks corresponding to grades C – F.
Using the raw percentage data, we determined the ICCs and corresponding
confidence intervals for both grade cohorts. On the basis of the Box-Cox transformation
procedure, we found that the transformation defined under (2) was also the optimal one for
Normalization of data for the high grade cohort. On application of this transformation, we
tested hypothesis (3) as previously. For the lower grade cohort, on the other hand, it was not
possible to find a Normalizing transformation for the data. Thus, in adherence to the
assumptions of our hypothesis test, we did not test hypothesis (3) for these data.
For each application of our hypothesis test, we assumed a significance level of .05.
In interpreting our choice of ICC as a measure of examiner consistency, it is useful
to consider Zegers and ten Berge’s notion of a general association coefficient (Zegers & ten
Berge 1985). The latter coefficient was designed to measure the level of absolute
agreement between two variables in terms of the mean squared distance once each of these
two variables has undergone a specific admissible transformation (ibid.) in accordance with
the type of data under consideration. Later, Stine (1989) coined the useful term ‘relational
agreement’ rather than ‘association’ to refer to the type of measurement represented by
Zegers and ten Berge’s coefficient. In adopting this term, Stine recognized absolute
agreement under the identity transformation to be the strictest of a family of possible types of
agreement which are meaningful in a measurement theoretic sense, the appropriate
transformation being dependent on the particular measurement scale represented by the
data.
Fagot (1993) has already established a useful identity between a particular case of
the Zegers-ten Berge general association coefficient and ICC(3,1) for continuous ratings
when they are understood to be representative of Normally distributed data on an additive
scale. In particular, for a study involving k examiners and N subjects, let Xi denote the
variable ranging over all N ratings for examiner i (i = 1, 2, …k),

X i denote the arithmetic

mean of all ratings for examiner i and let Vi be defined according to the admissible
transformation Vi = X i − X i (i = 1, 2, …k). Then the general association coefficient for the
transformed variables is precisely equal to ICC(3,1) for the corresponding untransformed
variables.
This result is particularly useful because it informs us that, within the context of our
study in which two sets of ratings are being compared at any one time, ICC(3,1) is a
measure of the extent to which the distribution of the marks about the mean for one set of
data is the same as that for the other. For the case in which two sets of marks are being
compared at any one time, this interpretation of relational agreement can be understood
graphically in terms of the degree of scatter of the data points (V1, V2) about the line V2 = V1.
Moreover, as any one of our ICC1* and ICC2* approaches 1, the two corresponding sets of
marks should tend towards perfect agreement in the above sense.
On applying the above admissible transformation to supervisor and second marker
Normalized ratings, we therefore used scatter plots to address the challenge of providing a
visual representation of the contrasting relationships between supervisor continuous
performance and report marks and supervisor continuous performance and second marker
report marks which had previously come to light by means of the ICCs. We carried out this
procedure separately for the data in its entirety and for the high grade cohort but not for the
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lower grade cohort, on account of the absence of a suitable Normalizing transformation for
the corresponding data.

Results
The ICCs used to assess examiner bias together with their corresponding 95% CIs
are provided in Table 1 both for the raw data and for the transformed data, where
appropriate.
Table 1. ICC-Based Consistency Between a) Supervisor Continuous Performance Mark and
Supervisor Report Mark (ICC1 and ICC1*) and b) Supervisor Continuous
Performance Mark and Second Marker Report Mark (ICC2 and ICC2*)
Grade cohort

Grade cohort

ICC1
(95% CI)

All grades
(N = 1085)a

.76
(.74, .79)

.72
(.69, .75)

All grades
(N = 1085) a

.33
(.28, .38)

.30
(.25, .36)

High grades: A - B
(n = 952)

.59
(.55, .63)

.62
(.58, .65)

High grades: A - B
(n = 952)

.22
(.16, .28)

.24
(.18, .30)

Lower grades: C - F
(n = 133)

.72
(.63, .80)

ICC1*
(95% CI)

Lower grades: C - F
(n = 133)

ICC2
(95% CI)

ICC2*
(95% CI)

.42
(.27, .55)

Note.

ICC = intra-class correlation coefficient
All ICCs were calculated only for those students for whom all three percentage marks, corresponding to
supervisor continuous performance and supervisor and second marker report ratings, were available. ICC1*
and ICC2* denote the consistency measures for the data further to the transformation defined under (2),
above. Marks were incomplete for 11 out of 1096 (1.0%) of the students within the 2001 - 2006 dataset.
a

On testing hypothesis (3) for the data in their entirety and in particular, for the high
grade cohort, a highly significant difference was found between ICC1* and ICC2* in each
case (F= 2.47, p < .0005 (N = 1085), and F = 1.97, p < .0005 (n = 952), respectively).
The relationships between supervisor continuous performance and report marks
and supervisor continuous performance and second marker report marks are represented in
Figure 1 for all of the data and separately for those data corresponding only to students who
received high grades for continuous performance.
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(a)

(Second marker report mark)

5U

(Supervisor report mark)5U

All continuous performance grades (A-F)

(Supervisor continuous performance mark)5U

(Supervisor continuous performance mark)5U

(b)

(c)

(Second marker report mark)

5U

(Supervisor report mark)5U

High continuous performance grades (A-B) only

(Supervisor continuous performance mark)5U

(Supervisor continuous performance mark)5U

(d)

Figure 1. Relationship between continuous performance marks and report marks relative to
the 450 line of perfect agreement through the origin following Normalization and
subsequent application of the Zegers-ten Berge uniforming transformation

Vi = X i -X i , where X i ranges over all ratings for a given type of measurement i
and X i denotes the arithmetic mean of all ratings for measurement type i (i = 1, 2).
Note.

5U

The notation ‘(Supervisor continuous performance mark)
5U

marker report mark)

’, ‘(Supervisor report mark)

5U

’ and ‘(Second

’ is used here to denote that the expression in brackets has been transformed, first

through Normalization by exponentiation to the power 5 and subsequently through application of the above
Zegers-ten Berge uniforming transformation.

Discussion
Having tested hypothesis (3) for our data, according to our definitions, there is
extremely compelling evidence for the existence of supervisor bias and more specifically, for
the existence of a strong halo effect in supervisor assessment of SSC4 reports.
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The result (Table 1) that none of the ICCs for the grade subgroups attain or exceed
the corresponding values for the entire cohort is an inevitable consequence of the increase
in the ratio of error variance to true variance across students, which occurs when sample size
is reduced. Nevertheless, the ICCs for the subgroups can be considered in their own right,
together with their corresponding confidence intervals. The failure to Normalize the data for
the lower grade cohort was undoubtedly influenced by the relatively small cohort size (n =
133). Even in the presence of a suitable transformation, it is doubtful that n would have been
sufficiently large here to satisfy the underlying asymptotic assumptions of our hypothesis test.
On comparing ICC1 and ICC2 with ICC1* and ICC2*, respectively in Table 1, it is
clear that the Normalizing transformation has had very little impact on the level of
consistency as represented by these indices. The transformation is also appreciably
conservative of the original confidence intervals. These observations support the testing of
hypothesis (3) as a surrogate for (1) in satisfying the requirements of our F-test. Further,
they are supportive of the meaningfulness of the idea of comparing the untransformed
values of the ICCs for the lower grade cohort with a view to finding preliminary evidence for
the existence of a horn effect. Notice in particular that for this cohort the ICC for consistency
between first examiner continuous performance and report marks (.72) is a great deal higher
than that for consistency between first examiner continuous performance and second
examiner report marks (.42). This discrepancy in ICCs is of the same order of magnitude as
that for the corresponding ICCs for each of the complete cohort and high grade cohort prior
to and subsequent to transformation, suggesting the possibility of a strong horn effect.
On moving from part a) to b) and from part c) to d) of Figure 1, an increase in the
visual spread of the data about the 450 line is recognizable in each case, indicating a
tendency for greater agreement in dispersion from the mean when comparing supervisor
continuous performance and report marks than when comparing supervisor continuous
performance and second marker report marks. These findings are consistent with those
which would be expected on examination of the corresponding raw and transformed ICCs in
Table 1. However, the more rigorous analysis afforded by hypothesis testing serves to
provide a more precise indication of the level of supervisor bias suggested by these
discrepancies. For example, given the large sample sizes considered in each case,
differences in spread between corresponding figures are masked through overlapping of
multiple points and it is difficult to overcome this effect, even through jittering.
Our use of ICCs and the corresponding graphical representation of varying levels of
relative agreement illustrated in Figure 1 ought to be distinguished from efforts based on the
Pearson Correlation Coefficient to establish the level of conformity of data to merely any
straight line. It is already recognized (Streiner & Norman 1985) that the latter coefficient has
a tendency to inflate true agreement levels.
Our findings suggest that the report mark allocated by SSC4 supervisors is not
purely based on written performance but that prior knowledge of continuous performance
has a highly significant role to play. They are also supportive of the more general view that
the provision of detailed descriptors does not suffice to remove examiner bias. As has been
observed elsewhere (Eric et al. 1998), in improving the reliability of assessment procedures,
there is the additional challenge of the successful training of examiners in the use of these
descriptors.
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Thus, whilst it is has been traditionally assumed (Evans 2002) that the provision of
detailed objective descriptors counters examiner bias, much more may need to be done to
make this type of intervention sufficiently effective.
We acknowledge that in being blinded to student continuous performance, second
examiners may be restricted in terms of their knowledge of the subject matter of the student
projects they are marking. This could have led to an attenuation of the values of the
transformed and untransformed ICCs which we used to represent natural consistency in this
study and an inflation of the corresponding measures of halo and horn effects. Nevertheless,
given that second markers are usually selected for their expertise in the field of study
covered by the project reports which they mark, we assume here that the above confounding
effect on level of supervisor bias is minimal.
Future research
It is very clear from this study and from our ongoing work with assessment data that
there is a tendency for continuous performance marks for SSC4 students to be heavily
skewed towards those representative of high grades. Such behaviour in assessment data is
not unique to SSC4 data (see, for example, Dennis 2007 and Phelps et al. 1986).
Additionally, whilst we have benefited from the availability of assessment data on a
continuous scale and a successful Normalizing transformation as a means of ensuring that
the assumptions of our hypothesis test have been satisfied, these conditions are not
guaranteed within the context of the analysis of assessment data in general. In particular,
successful Normalizing transformations may not be forthcoming or studies may be limited to
the consideration of Likert scale data.
In future work, therefore, we anticipate using bootstrap sampling on existing
educational data to assess the robustness of our hypothesis test to Type I errors following
departures from Normality, in a manner akin to Hsu and Feldt (1969). This work would
prove particularly valuable where the intention is to find a reliable procedure for testing for a
horn effect with smaller sample sizes. Furthermore, such testing should be extended to the
consideration of Likert scale data. Investigations of these types would have applications not
only within the context of the current study but wherever it is of interest to quantify
agreement for non-parametric assessment data.
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1
This notation is derived from Table 4 of McGraw and Wong 1996, where a two-way mixed effects model is
specified as Case 3 and the additional ‘1’ was introduced in order to distinguish from the case where agreement is
being assessed for ratings taken as averages over c independent ratings (c > 1). The formula for ICC(3,1) is also
available from the last row of this table as a special case of formulae, ICC(C,1), for ICCs based on consistency
between measurements.
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